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4 ＜ ＞

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing a Futaba® FASST-2.4GHz* 8FG series digital proportional R/C system. This system is 
extremely versatile and may be used by beginners and pros alike. In order for you to make the best use of your 

*FASST: Futaba Advanced Spread Spectrum Technology

“off season” to ensure safe operation.

IN NORTH AMERICA 

via email for the most rapid and convenient response. 

through Friday 8-5 Central time to assist you. 

FOR SERVICE ONLY: 
Futaba Service Center 

Email: service@futaba-rc.com

OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA 

service needs. 

assistance.
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2. Exportation precautions: 

determine if such export regulations have been met. 

other than radio controlled models. 

operation.
The responsible party of this device compliance is:
Futaba Service Center

United States. The RBRC. program provides a convenient alternative to placing used nickel-

America's involvement in this program is part of its commitment to protecting our environment and conserving 
natural resources. 

*RBRC is a trademark of the Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation.
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a residential installation.

--Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

--Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

CAUTION:
To assure continued FCC compliance: 
Any changes or modifications not expressly approved by the grantee of this device could void the user's 

DANGER
carried out properly. 
WARNING

damage is high. 
CAUTION

= Prohibited

FLYING SAFETY 
WARNING
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pay attention to the duration of usage. 
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Use only the 

possibly result in a 

location for at least 30 minutes.

battery.

entering data.

excessive humidity or corrosive environments.

installation and removal.
Be certain to insert the SD card in the correct 
direction.
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problem.

motor/engine.

In order to maintain complete control of your aircraft it is important that .  

 Water or moisture may enter the transmitter through the antenna or stick openings 
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BEFORE USE 

• 2.4GHz Spread Spectrum radio communication system.
• Exclusive ID code to avoid interference from other FASST systems.

Transmitter

Receiver

R606FS
R6004FF, R616FFM, 

R6106HF/HFC
R607FS, R617FS

R608FS, R6008HS, 
R6014FS/HS

T8FG 2.4G System
Multi-ch mode — — Okay

7-ch mode Okay Okay —

Functions and mixing functions necessary for each model type are set in advance at the factory.

Stick
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• Neck strap
*The set contents depend on the type of set.

output capacity meets your usage application.

CAUTION

If an analog servo is connected to one of the first 

reciever's operational mode to the "Normal" mode 

analog servos may be used for channels seven and 
eight.
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• Trainer cord - the optional training cord may be used to help a beginning pilot learn to fly easily by 
placing the instructor on a separate transmitter. Note that the T8FG transmitter may be connected to 

• Neckstrap - a neckstrap may be connected to your T8FG system to make it easier to handle and improve 

• Gyros - a variety of genuine Futaba gyros is available for your aircraft or helicopter needs. 
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(J1)

(J2)

(J4)

(J3)
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strongest area of signal transmission is from the 

antenna should not be pointed directly at the model. 

move the antenna to correct this situation.

at the bottom left and right sides of the "T8FG" 
logo.

• Blinking
Power  sw i tch i s  tu rned on when any 
condition switch is activated (in the ON 
state).

transmission.
• Off

Radio waves are in the OFF state.
• On

Radio waves are being transmitted.

(Switch Type)
• SA : 3 positions; Alternate; Short lever
• SB : 3 positions; Alternate; Long lever
• SC : 3 positions; Alternate; Long lever
• SD : 3 positions; Alternate; Short lever
• SE : 3 positions; Alternate; Short lever
• SF : 2 positions; Alternate; Long lever
• SG : 3 positions; Alternate; Short lever
• SH : 2 positions; Momentary; Long lever

setting screen of the mixing functions.

CAUTION

transmission to the model.
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Volume

LD RD

Volume LD and RD:

input.

the center position.
*You can use each setting screen of the mixing functions to 

RSLS

*The T8FG transmitter beeps
center.

*You can select a slide lever and set the movement direction 
on the setting screen of mixing functions.

T1
T2T3

T4

*You can select the trim step amount and the display unit 

linkage menu.
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:

movement of the cursor among items on a setup
screen can be controlled by scrolling your finger 

the scrolling diagram above. You can also go to the 

RTN button:

This button can also be used as the enter button

S1 button:
When there is a next page on a menu screen or 

screen title item of the page.

To end the operation on a setup screen and return 

title item and touch the RTN button.

item and touch the RTN button to return to the
home screen from a menu screen.

Data input operation is performed using the touch sensor.

SensorTouch™ operation Condition Working

• Short 'tap'

S1

If the screen has more than one page. (Ex. P-MIX screen) The cursor moves to the top of next page.

If the screen have only one (1) page. The cursor moves to the top of page.

If the input data mode with blinking the setting data. The input data is canceled.

RTN

At the moving cursor mode. Change to the input data mode.

At the input data mode. Change to the moving cursor mode.

At the input data mode with blinking the setting data. The data is entered.

• Two short 'taps'

SYS

Home screen, System menu, Linkage Menu, Model
menu, Selecting ON/OFF Switch, USER NAME, 
MODEL NAME, DISPLAY, INFO, MODEL SELECT,
MODEL TYPE, FREQUECY, DATA RESET, TIMER,
Selecting Control, Selecting Function, SERVO
MONITOR

Jump to System Menu screen directly.

At all screens except those noted above. Jump to Servo Monitor screen directly.

LNK At all screens Jump to Linkage Menu screen directly.

MDL At all screens Jump to Model Menu screen directly.

• Touch and hold for
one (1) second.

S1
At the HOME screen Key lock On or Off

Except the HOME screen Jump to Home Screen directly.

RTN At the input data mode without blinking the setting
data. Reset to the initialized value.

• Scrolling 

Outline
of

“RTN”

Lightly circling the outside edge of the RTN button. The cursor moves accordingly.

During the data input mode. Increases or decreases values accordingly.
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Note:

the RTN button.  The sensors may mis-read your touch as a 

inside edge of the RTN button. 

* The SensorTouch™ may not operate smoothly if your hand 

SensorTouch™.

again.

SensorTouch™ might not react.

CAUTION

Stick Adjustment

Lever Head 
A 

Lever Head 
B

1. Hold the lever head "B" and turn the lever 
head "A" counter-clockwise. The lock will be
released.

2. Turn the lever-head "A" clockwise as you hold 
the lever-head "B" after placing it as you like.

The tension of the self-return type stick lever can 

1. First, Remove the battery cover on the
bottom of the transmitter. Next, unplug the
battery wire and remove the battery from
the transmitter.

2. Next, using a screwdriver, remove the  five
screws that hold the transmitter's rear case
in position, and put them in a safe place.
Gently ease off the transmitter's rear case.
Now you'll see the view shown in the figure
below.

•Stick Tension (J3)
(Mode 1)( )

•Stick Tension (J4)
(Mode 1/2)( )

•Stick Tension (J2)
(Mode 2)( )

•Stick Tension (J1)
(Mode 1/2)( )

2. Use a small Phillips screwdriver to adjust the
spring strength as you prefer by turning the
adjusting screw of the stick you want to
adjust.

CAUTION: If you loosen the screw too much,
the stick may not operate because it is
caught internally.

3) At the end of adjustment, re-install the rear 
case.
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The T8FG transmitter model data can be stored 
by using any commonly found SD card. When 

1. Turn off the transmitter power and then
open the battery cover at the bottom of the
transmitter.

2.

SD Card Slot

[Inserting the card]
Turn the SD card so that the front of the card
faces the rear of the transmitter and slide the
card into the card slot.

[Removing the card]
When the SD card is pressed in once again,
the card will be released from the card slot.
and can be removed.

3. Close the battery cover.

not have to be reformatted. Formatting is performed 
by the T8FG.

[IMPORTANT] When an SD card is formatted
for  the T8FG,  a l l  p re-ex i s t ing data i s
destroyed. Do not format a card containing
important data.

[Formatting procedure]
1. Insert the SD card into the SD card slot of the

T8FG.
2. T u r n  o n  t h e  T 8 F G  p o w e r .  W h e n  a n

unformatted card is inserted into the T8FG,
the screen shown below appears.

3. If the T8FG is ready to format, move the
cursor to [FORMAT] and touch the RTN 
button. (To cancel formatting, move the 
cursor to [CANCEL] and touch the RTN 
button.)

Caution

SD card:
*The SD card must first be initialized using the T8FG

formatting for the T8FG.
*Initializing destroys all the data previously saved on the

card.

site at:
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4. Move the cursor to [YES] and touch the RTN
button.

several minutes.

[IMPORTANT] Do not turn off the power 
until the [FORMAT COMPLETED] message is
displayed.

5. End formatting by touching the RTN button.

transfer those files to your T8FG transmitter. 

available at most electronics stores.

If you have a problem saving or reading data

*Futaba is not responsible for compensating any failure or 

suggest that you maintain a backup of your important data
contained on your SD card.

•Trainer •Battery
charge

teacher and student.
*You can set the trainer function on the Trainer Function 

screen in the System menu.

This is the connector for charging the Ni-

transmitter. Do not use any other chargers except 
the attached special charger corresponding to Ni-
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1. Slide the battery cover on the bottom of the
transmitter toward the right side and open it.

2. Install the battery in the holder.
3. Connect the battery connector.

•Battery

•Battery Connector

4. Close the battery cover completely.

1. Open the battery cover.
2. Disconnect the battery connector.
3. Pull up the right side of the battery and

remove the battery.
4. Close the battery cover completely.

* Internal devices such as memories may be damaged.

the transmitter. Do not use the transmitter as it is. Send it 
to the Futaba Service Center.
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LED

Link/Mode Switch

The "Normal mode" accepts any type of servos 
or peripherals as the frame rate of the output is 

such as gyros and brushless ESCs. The frame rate

Speed mode.

CAUTION

If an analog servo is connected to one of the first 

reciever's operational mode to the "Normal" mode 

analog servos may be used for channels seven and 
eight.
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Be sure to use the attached special charger  to 
charge the battery.

*Connect to AC outlet 
specified.

Special charger

Transmitter Batt.
Charging display

Receiver Batt.
Charging display

To T8FG charge 
  connector

To receiver battery

1. Connect the special charger to the wall 
socket (AC outlet).

2. Connect the connectors to the NiCd battery 
NR4F1500 and/or T8FG charging connector.

3. Remove the battery after 15 hours.

battery and transmitter from the charger and remove the 

*It is recommended to reactivate the battery by cycling   
several times if the battery has not been used for a long 
period.

performance of the battery if you have used the battery 

battery is not fully discharged. It is suggested to discharge 
the battery to the recommended level after use. It is also 
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The T8FG transmitter also offers the ability to

1. Turn on the power switch of the transmitter.

2. Then, you will see the home screen and the 
transmitter begins to emit radio waves.

1. Turn off the power switch of the transmitter.

immediately.

1. Turn on the power of the transmitter.
*The home screen appears.

2. Lightly touch the SYS button twice rapidly 
and the System menu appears.

2. Select [USER NAME] in the System menu and 
touch the RTN button.
*The user name set up screen appears.

Input Box
*Current user name is displayed.

1. Change the user name as described below:
[Moving cursor in input box]

[Deleting a character]
When [DELETE] is selected and the RTN button 
is touched, the character immediately after 
the cursor is deleted.
[Adding a character]
When a character is selected from the
character list and the RTN button is touched,
that character is added at the position
immediately after the cursor.

2. At the end of input, select [ENTER] and tuoch 
the RTN button. (To terminate input and
return to the original state, select [CANCEL]
and touch the RTN button.)
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• Timer is displayed here. 
Touch the RTN button at the [xx]:[xx.x] 
item to start/stop the timer.

• Use the cursor to highlight this, then
touch the RTN button at the ST1 or ST2
item to call the timer set-up screen.

*See the description at the back of this manual.

Be sure to confirm the model name before flying 
your aircraft.

Check the battery voltage as often as possible and 
try to charge the battery earlier. If the battery alarm 

System menu.

• Trim position is displayed here.
• You can select the display unit

on the home screen on the 
T1-T4 setting screen within the 
linkage menu.

Model Name
• The model name 

that is currently 
used is displayed 
here.

• Use the cursor 
to highlight this, 
then touch the 
RTN button to call 

• This shows the accumulated time since 
the latest reset. (Hour):(Minute)

• Use the cursor to highlight this, then 
touch the RTN button for one second
to reset the system timer.

button. The setting screen appears.

• When the battery voltage
reaches 6.8V, the alarm will 
beep. Land your aircraft 
immediately.

FASST mode
• FASST mode is displayed here.
• Use the cursor to highlight this,

then touch the RTN button 
to call the frequency set-up 
screen.

2nd

• Touch the RTN button at 
the clock icon to call the 
2nd home screen (large
size timer). 

d

• This shows the accumulated time 
since the latest reset. (each model)
 (Hour):(Minute)

• Use the cursor to highlight this, 
then touch the RTN button for one
second to reset the model timer.

• Touch the S1 button for one second 
to lock/unlock the key operation.
In the key lock mode the key icon is
displayed here.

• In the normal condition, move the 
cursor to the condition name and
touch the RTN button. The condition
name is changed and blinked.
I t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t o  o p e r a t e  t h e
digital trim other than the normal
condition.
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LED

Link/Mode Button

1. Turn off the receiver.
2. Press and hold the Link/Mode button and

turn on the receiver. Continue holding the
button for more than one(1) second. The LED 

3. Release the button.
4. Turn off the receiver.

Please check the operation mode by observing 

If possible ensure that there's no FASST 
transmitter in operation near the receiver.

1. When the receiver is turned on:
Red when on "Normal mode"
Initially flashes green and Red (making
Orange) when in "High Speed mode". After 
two(2) seconds, change to Red.

If there are additional FASST transmitters turned 

status for a brief moment before changing to the 

Green Red Status
Off Solid No signal reception

Solid Off Receiving signals

Blink Off Receiving signals but ID is
unmatched

0 to 1 sec. More than 1 sec.

0 sec. 1 sec.

Press and Hold time

Turn on the receiver.

No function

Showing the CURRENT 
mode with blink.

Red Blink = Normal
Green/Red Blink = 
High Speed

Solid as the mode changed.

Red Solid = Normal
Green/Red Solid = High 
Speed

(Become Red after one (1) 
second)

Function To change the mode between 
Normal and High Speed

LED Status
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the ID code is stored in the receiver and no further linking is necessary unless the receiver is to be used 

1. Place the transmitter and the receiver close
to each other within one (1) meter. 

2. Turn on the transmitter.
3. Check the LED that is placed on the front

side of the transmitter to see if the RF signal is 
active. When the right LED is ON solid, the RF 
signal is being sent. 

4. Turn on the receiver.

LED

Link/Mode Button

5. Press down the Link/Mode button for more
than two seconds, and release the switch. 
The receiver begins the linking operation. 

6. When the linking is complete, the LED in the
receiver will change to solid green. Please 

from your transmitter. Please refer to the 
table below for  the LED status of  the 
receiver's condition. 

*If there are many FASST systems turned on around your 

the receiver might have established a link to one of other 
transmitters. This is very dangerous if you do not notice 

really under control by your transmitter by giving the stick 
input and then checking the servo response.

Green Red Status
Off Solid No signal reception

Solid Off Receiving signals

Blink Off Receiving signals but ID is 
unmatched

R6008HS Easy LinkTM Operation

0 to 2 sec. More than 2 sec.

0 sec. 2 sec.

Press and Hold time

No function(Function) Re-link(ID set)

really under the control by the transmitter to be
linked.
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a range check.

We have installed a special "Range check 
mode" for doing a ground range check. To access 
the "Range check mode" touch and hold the RTN

To activate the "Range check mode" touch the

appear. 

reduced so the range test can be performed. In 

beeping sound every 3 seconds.

to the normal level. To exit the "Range check 

CHECK" at the top of the screen and touch the
RTN button again. This mode is available one
time only so if you need to re-use this function the

expires and press the RTN button one time.

1. With the "Range check mode" on, walk 
away from the model while simultaneously
operating the controls. Have an assistant
stand by the model to confirm that all
controls are completely and correctly
operational. You should be able to walk 
approximately 30-50 paces from the model
without losing control.

2. If everything operates correctly, return to
the model. Set the transmitter in a safe, yet
accessible, location so it will be within reach
after starting the engine or motor. Be certain
the throttle stick is in the low throttle position,
then start the engine or motor. Perform
another range check with your assistant
holding the aircraft with the engine running
at various speeds. If the servos jitter or move
inadvertently, there may be a problem. We

Look for loose servo connections or binding
pushrods. Also, be certain that the battery
has been fully charged.
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RECEIVER AND SERVO INSTALLATION

Receiver switch 

Ni-Cd battery 

Charging port

(CH1~8)

(B)

Servos

R6008HS

CH1~8,B
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The T8FG transmitter channels are automatically assigned for optimal combination according to the type 

RX
CH

1AIL(*1) 2AIL(*1) 2AIL+1FLAP(*1) 2AIL+2FLAP(*2) 2AIL+4FLAP(*3) 4AIL+2FLAP(*3)

Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider

1 Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron ---- Aileron ---- Aileron

2 Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator ---- Elevator ---- Elevator

3 Throttle Motor Throttle Motor Throttle Motor Throttle Motor ---- Rudder ---- Rudder

4 Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder ---- Aileron2 ---- Aileron2

5 Gear AUX7 Gear AUX7 Gear AUX6 Gear AUX5 ---- Flap ---- Aileron3

6 AUX6 AUX6 Aileron2 Aileron2 Flap Flap Aileron2 Aileron2 ---- Flap2 ---- Aileron4

7 AUX5 AUX5 AUX6 AUX6 Aileron2 Aileron2 Flap Flap ---- Flap3 ---- Flap

8 AUX4 AUX4 AUX5 AUX5 AUX5 AUX5 Flap2 Flap2 ---- Flap4 ---- Flap2

VC1 AUX1 AUX1 Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber ---- Camber ---- Camber

VC2 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 ---- ----

VC3 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 ---- AUX1 ---- AUX1

VC4 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 ---- AUX1 ---- AUX1
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used.

RX
CH

1AIL(*1) 2AIL(*1) 2AIL+1FLAP(*2) 2AIL+2FLAP(*3)

Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider

1 Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron

2 Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator

3 Throttle Motor Throttle Motor Throttle Motor Throttle Motor

4 Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder

5 Gear AUX7 Gear AUX7 Gear AUX6 Elevator2 Elevator2

6 AUX6 AUX6 Aileron2 Aileron2 Flap Flap Aileron2 Aileron2

7 Elevator2 Elevator2 Elevator2 Elevator2 Aileron2 Aileron2 Flap Flap

8 AUX4 AUX4 AUX5 AUX5 Elevator2 Elevator2 Flap2 Flap2

VC1 AUX1 AUX1 Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber

VC2 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1

VC3 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1

VC4 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1
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RX
CH

2AIL(*1) 2AIL+1FLAP(*1) 2AIL+2FLAP(*2) 2AIL+4FLAP(*3) 4AIL+2FLAP(*3)

Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider Airplane Glider

1 Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron Aileron ---- Aileron ---- Aileron

2 Rudder2 Rudder2 Rudder2 Rudder2 Rudder2 Rudder2 ---- Aileron2 ---- Aileron2

3 Throttle Motor Throttle Motor Throttle Motor ---- Rudder ---- Aileron3

4 Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder Rudder ---- Rudder2 ---- Aileron4

5 Gear AUX7 Gear AUX6 Gear AUX6 ---- Flap ---- Rudder

6 Aileron2 Aileron2 Flap Flap Flap Flap ---- Flap2 ---- Rudder2

7 AUX6 AUX6 Aileron2 Aileron2 Aileron2 Aileron2 ---- Flap3 ---- Flap

8 AUX5 AUX5 AUX5 AUX5 Flap2 Flap2 ---- Flap4 ---- Flap2

VC1 Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator Elevator ---- Elevator ---- Elevator

VC2 Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber Camber ---- Camber ---- Camber

VC3 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 ---- ----

VC4 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 AUX1 ---- AUX1 ---- AUX1
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RX CH H-4, H4X Swash All Other
1 Aileron Aileron

2 Elevator Elevator

3 Throttle Throttle

4 Rudder Rudder

5 Gyro Gyro

6 Pitch Pitch

7 Governor Governor

8 Elevator2 Needle

VC1 AUX1 AUX1

VC2 AUX1 AUX1

VC3 AUX1 AUX1

VC4 AUX1 AUX1
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and “keys” into the corresponding notch in the 
receiver or connectors before plugging them 

instead.

cord to extend the length of the servo lead. 
Additional Futaba extension cords of varying 
lengths are available from your hobby dealer. 

Avoid plugging multiple extensions together to 
attain your desired length. If distance is greater 

extensions.

. Do not over tighten the 

Servo
Rubber

grommet Servo
Rubber

grommet

each arm on the Futaba 4-arm servo arms. The 

manufacturing deviations from servo to servo. 

and turn on the transmitter and receiver. Center 

on the servo. 

over its full travel and check that the pushrods and 
servo arms do not bind or contact each other. Also 

much resistance in the control. Find and correct 

• Use the  from the receiver 

out slightly and fasten it at suitable points. In 

maintenance.

Fasten about 5-10cm 
from the servo outlet 
so that the lead wire 
is neat.

Slack in the lead wire.
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Antenna
*Must be kept as straight as possible.

Coaxial cable
R6008HS Receiver

to ensure that there is no loss of signal. 

To obtain the best results of the diversity 

1. The two antennas must be kept as straight as 
possible. Otherwise it will reduce the effective 
range.

2. The two antennas should be placed at 90 
degrees to each other. 

This is not a critical figure, but the most 
important thing is to keep the antennas 
away from each other as much as possible. 
Larger models can have large metal objects 
that can attenuate the RF signal. In this case 
the antennas should be placed at both 
sides of the model. Then the best RF signal 

3. The antennas must be kept away from 
conductive materials, such as metal, carbon 
and fuel tank by at least a half inch. The 
coaxial part of the antennas does not need 
to follow these guidelines, but do not bend it 
in a tight radius. 

4. Keep the antennas away from the motor, 
ESC, and other noise sources as much as 
possible.

center for service.

Antenna Antenna
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1. Model addition and selection

already set.

The T8FG is capable of storing data for up to 20 
models  in its internal memory. Additional model
data can also be saved to an optional SD card.

The currently selected model name is displayed 

model name.

select screen and FASST mode/Area select setup

Select the model type matched to the aircraft 

among the 2 types: airplane and glider. And then 

the aircraft. 

manual. For a description of the connection

Note that even for the same "airplane
model", when the wing type and tail type 
are different, the channel assignment may 
be different. (The channel assigned to each 
function can be checked at the Function 
menu of the Linkage Menu.)

the direction with the Reverse function of the
Linkage Menu.

surface angle with the linkage, and fine
tune them with the Sub-Trim and End Point
functions (angle adjustment). To protect the
linkage, a limit position can also be set with
the End Point function. The End Point function
can adjust the amount of up/down and left/
right movement and limit of each channel.

position so that the carburetor becomes fully closed.
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6. D/R function

settings.

note: this menu item is only available under certain 

The Condition Select function automatically 

*It is possible to customize the activation of the flight 
conditions.

*The Condition Delay can be programmed for each channel.
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1. Model addition and selection

after entering the model's names in advance. The
T8FG is capable of storing up to 20 models in the
transmitter's internal memory.  Additional models
can also be stored in an optional SD card.

The currently selected model is displayed in 
the middle of the screen. Before flying and before

name. 

type and receiver type of the model used.

matched to the helicopter.

available for helicopters.

etc. to match the fuselage used.

nditions
per model.

The Condition Select function automatically

(Initial setting)

Note: Since you may accidentally activate 
a condition that not previously setup during 

deleting conditions that are not used.

remains on until other conditions are activated by 

The priority is throttle hold/idle up 3/idle up 

priority.
The Condition Delay can be programmed for 

each channel and condition. The Condition Delay

when switch OFF)
Use from engine starting to hovering.

Use in 540º stall turn, loop, rolling stall turn, and other 
maneuvers.

Use in rolls.

Use in auto rotation.
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operation curve in relation to the movement of the
throttle stick for each condition.

Normal curve creates a basic throttle curve 
centered near hovering. This curve is adjusted 
together with the pitch curve (Normal) so that the
engine speed is constant and up/down control is
easiest.

The low side Thrott le curve creates a curve 
matched for aerobatics (loop, roll, 3D, etc.).

The curve is not used when performing auto rotation 
dives.

<

Make the pitch at hovering approximately +5º~6º.
Set the pitch at hovering with the stick position at 

*Stability at hovering may be connected to the throttle curve.

and hovering pitch function together.

The idle up 1 pitch curve function creates a curve

Set to -7º~+12º as standard.

The high side pitch setting is less than idle up 1.
The standard is +8º.

At auto rotation, use the maximum pitch at both 
the high and low sides.
[Pitch angle setting example]
Throttle hold: -7º~+12º

kit instruction manual. For a description of the 

Connection".
Note: The channel assigned to each function
can be checked at the Function menu of the 
Linkage Menu.

is incorrect, use the Reverse function of 
the Linkage Menu. Also use the swash AFR 
function in other than the H-1 mode.

(Gyro side function)

carburetor can fully close at full trim throttle 
cut.

End Point function. To protect the linkage, 
a limit position can also be set with the End 
Point function.
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A curve setting example is shown below.

Use the hovering system and set this curve to 
match take off and landing and vertical climb at a 
constant speed.

Use this curve in 540º stall turn, loop, and rolling stall 
turn, and adjust it so the fuselage is facing straight 
ahead when heading into the wind.

This function is set so that the fuselage is facing
straight ahead at straight line auto rotation. The 
pitch of the tail rotor becomes nearly 0º.

at idle. The action is not functional at high throttle

binding.

corresponding to each operation of each condition.

6. D/R function

each  condition.

mentioned "Throttle/Pitch curve setting"

maximum

sensitivity minimum

driven helicopter, this function may not have
any effect on the high gyro sensitivity.

Note: When using a GY601, GY502, GY520,
GY401, or other heading hold gyro, this 
Pitch to RUD mixing should not be used. The 
reaction torque is corrected by the gyro. 
When operating the gyro in the AVCS mode, 
the mixed signal will cause neutral deviation 
symptoms and the gyro will not operate 
normally.

and speed of the main rotor during pitch operation.

to rudder mixing.
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*If throttle mixing is necessary for a compensation for 

This mixing is used with engines with a design which 
allows needle control during flight (fuel-air mixture 
adjustment). A needle curve can be set. 

This mixing is dedicated governor mixing when a
GV-1 (governor) is used.
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SYSTEM MENU

[TRAINER]: Starts and sets the trainer system.

[H/W SET]: H/W reverse and stick mode

transmitter: This does not set up any model data.

touching the SYS button twice at the home
screen, etc.

and return to the home
screen by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

the setup screen by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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TRAINER Trainer system starting and setting

The Trainer function makes it possible for the 
 and channels 

match the training ability to the student's skill level. 

This is very useful if the student gets the aircraft 
into an undesirable situation.

You can select the channel input data from the 

mode. These options make it easier to use a variety 

trainer function is not used.
You can select the operation mode for each channel. 

NOTE: This trainer system can be used in the 
following manner;

1. With the T8FG transmitter and a conventional 
transmitter, if the channel order is different, 
it is necessary to match the channel order 
before using this function.
You can select the channel of input data 
from student's transmitter in the "FUNC" or 
"MIX" mode.

2. When the T8FG is used as the instructor’s 
transmitter, set the modulation mode of the 
student’s transmitter to PPM. 
If being used as the student, T8FG can be 
connected to the instructor's transmitter which 
the PPM mode as the student's modulation 
mode is required. T8FG always sends PPM 
mode signal from the trainer jack.

3. Be sure that all channels work correctly in 

a conventional trainer cable.

Instructor Student Trainer cable

T8FG, T12FG

T4EX, T6EX, T7C, T9C T12FG special trainer cable
T12Z, T14MZ, FX-40 Conventional trainer cable (Rect. - Rect.)
T4V Conventional trainer cable (Rect. - Round)
T6X, T7U, T8U, and T9Z are not applicable.

Other than 
T8FG, T12FG T8FG, T12FG Conventional trainer cable (Rect. - Rect.) or 

Conventional trainer cable (Rect. - Round)
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and return to the System
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

1. Access the setup screen page 4 shown
below by touching the S1 button three times.

2. Move the cursor to the [ACT] or [12/8CH]
item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.

3. Select the mode by scrolling the touch
sensor. The display blinks. Touch the RTN
button to change the mode. (To terminate 
the mode change, touch the S1 button.)

"ACT": Enable operation by changing to [OFF] 
or [ON].

"12/8 CH": When the student uses the T14MZ,
T12Z, T12FG or FX-40, select [12CH]. Otherwise
select [8CH].

If changing the trainer switch:
4. Move the cursor to the [SW] item and touch

the RTN button to access the switch setup 
screen.
(See "Switch selection method" at the end of
this manual for selection method details.)

"SW": Select the desired switch.
Initial setting: SH

setup screen shown below by touching the RTN
button.

Note: The trainer function won’t be turned
on unless the Instructor's transmitter receives 
signals from the student's transmitter. Be 
sure to confirm this after connecting your 
trainer cable.

(Setup screen page 1-3)

1. Move the cursor to the [MODE] item of the
channel you want to change and touch the
RTN button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Select the mode by scrolling the touch
sensor. The display blinks. Touch the RTN
button to change the mode. (To terminate
the mode change, touch the S1 button.)

"MODE": Select the desired operation mode
for each channel.

transmitter.

Scrolling
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1. Move the cursor to the [RATE] item of the 
channel you want to change and touch the 
RTN button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 

"RATE": Adjust the desired rate.

the RTN button for one second.

3. To end adjustment, touch the RTN button 
and return to the cursor mode.

1. Move the cursor to the [STU. CH] item of the 
channel you want to change and touch the 
RTN button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Select the channel by scrolling the touch 
sensor. The display blinks. Touch the RTN 
button to change the channel. (To terminate 
the mode change, touch the S1 button.)

"STU. CH": Match the channel order of the 
Instructor's and student's transmitter.
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and return to the System
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

1. Select "CONTRAST" and touch the RTN button
to switch to the data input mode and adjust 
the contrast by scrolling the touch sensor.

"CONTRAST": Adjust the contrast to the 
desired value while watching the screen
display.
Setting range: (Lighter) 0 to 15 (Darker)
Initial value: 5

the RTN button for one second.

2. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

1. Select "BRIGHTNESS" and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode and 
adjust the back-light brightness by scrolling 
the touch sensor.

"BRIGHTNESS": Adjust the brightness to the 
desired value while watching the screen
display.
Setting range: OFF, 1 to 20(Lighter)
Initial value: 10

LCD and back-light adjustment

the RTN button for one second.

2. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

1. Select "OFF TIMER" and touch the RTN button
to switch to the data input mode and adjust
the back-light off-timer by scrolling the touch
sensor.

"OFF TIMER": Adjust the time when the back-
light turns off after operating the touch
sensor.
Setting range: 10 to 240 sec (each 10 sec),
OFF (always on)
Initial value: 10 sec

the RTN button for one second.

2. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the System 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

USER NAME User name registration

T8FG user name.

name. Please note that a space is also counted as one
character.

1. Change the user name as described below:

[Moving cursor in user name (candidate)]

[Deleting a character]
When [DELETE] is selected and the RTN button 
is touched, the character immediately after 
the cursor is deleted.

[Adding a character]
When a character is selected from the
character list and the RTN button is touched,
that character is added at the position
immediately after the cursor.

2. Upon completing the input, select [ENTER] 
and touch the RTN button. (To terminate
input and return to the original state, select
[CANCEL] and touch the RTN button.)

(Character list 1/3)

(Character list 2/3)

(Character list 3/3)

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

User name (candidate)

Scrolling
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and return to the System
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

1. Select [H/W REVERSE] and access the setup 
screen shown below by touching the RTN
button.

2. Move the cursor to the item corresponding 
to the H/W (hardware) you want to reverse
and touch the RTN button to switch to the
data input mode.

3. Select the mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor. The display blinks. When the RTN
button is touched, the operation direction is
reversed. (To terminate the mode change,
touch the S1 button.)

"NORM": Normal operation direction
"REV" : Operation direction is reversed.

H/W SETTING Hardware reverse and stick mode

This function reverses the operation direction of 

Note: This setting reverses the actual operation 
signal, but does not change the display 
indicators. Use the Normal mode as long as 
there is no special reason to use the Reverse 
mode.

Stick mode
This function changes the stick mode of 

transmitter.
Note: This will not change the throttle ratchet,

etc. Those are mechanical changes that
must be performed by a Futaba service
center.

Note: After changing the mode, these changes 
are only applied to new models. It is not
applied to an existing model.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

1.Select [STICK MODE] and access the setup
screen shown below by touching the RTN
button.

2. Move the cursor to the "STICK MODE" item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the
data input mode.

3. Select the mode. The display blinks. When
the RTN button is touched, the stick mode is
changed. (To terminate the mode change,
touch the S1 button.)

(J1)

(J2)

(J4)

(J3)

(J1)

(J2)

(J4)

(J3)

ModeMode J1J1 J2J2 J3J3 J4J4
11 AileronAileron ThrottleThrottle ElevatorElevator RudderRudder
22 AileronAileron ElevatorElevator ThrottleThrottle RudderRudder
33 RudderRudder ThrottleThrottle ElevatorElevator AileronAileron
44 RudderRudder ElevatorElevator ThrottleThrottle AileronAileron

Scrolling
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and return to the System 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

INFO Displays the program version, SD card information, and product ID.

ID are displayed on the Information screen.

not displayed.

setup screen is selectable.

setup screen shown below by touching the RTN
button.

"PRODUCT": Product ID number
"VERSION": T8FG system program version
information
"CARD SIZE": Current/Maximum number of 

1. Move the cursor to the "LANGUAGE" item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode.

2. Change the language by scrolling the touch 
sensor. The display blinks. When the RTN 
button is touched, the language is changed. 
(To terminate the mode change, turn the 
EDIT dial or push the S1 button.)

Scrolling
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FUNCTIONS OF LINKAGE MENU

other model basic settings.

*The display screen is an example. The 
screen depends on the model type.

[REVERSE]: Reverses the servo travel direction

tapping the LNK button two times.

and return to the home
screen by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

the setup screen by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

SERVO MONITOR Servo Test & Graph Display / Displays servo positions.

This is used for testing servo movement.  The “Neutral Test” is good for finding the
neutral position of a servo horn.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

1. Move the cursor to the [OFF] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the test mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor and touch the RTN button. The display 
blinks. Touch the RTN button to change the 
mode. (To terminate mode change, touch 
the S1 button.)

[MOVING]: Mode which repeats operation of 
each servo
[NEUTRAL]: Mode which locks each servo in 
the neutral position

2. Move the cursor to the [MOVING] or 
[NEUTRAL] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode.
Select the [OFF] by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button. Testing is stopped.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

MODEL SELECT The Model Selection function performs model addition, selection,
deletion, copy, and model name setting.

This function is used to load the settings of the 

The settings may be selected from either the 

available in the transmitter.
The name of the model stored in the transmitter and 

the SD card may be changed. This can be very useful 
to tell different models settings apart. Each model name 

memory. It may be used for getting a head-start on 

be used to make a backup copy of a model setup before 
any changes are made.

Model selection

the SD card can not be selected directly.

1. After moving the cursor to the desired model
in the model list, touch the RTN button.

2. Move to [SELECT].
3.Touch the RTN button. A confi rmation

message is displayed. Touch the RTN button
for one second and selection is complete.

model.

Model addition

not be added to the SD card.

1. Move the cursor to [NEW].
2. Touch the RTN button. A confi rmation

message appears. Touch the RTN button for 
one second.

and FASST mode.

model.
*The added model appears in the model list of the model

select setup screen.

Model deletion
*The model stored in the transmitter memory or an SD card 

can be deleted.
*The current model can not be deleted.

1. Move the cursor to the save destination
display ("TX" or "CARD") and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select the save destination by scrolling the
touch sensor and touch the RTN button.

and access the setup screen shown below by
touching the RTN button.

*The display screen is an example. The 
screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling

(Model list)

Current model
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[TX]: Transmitter memory
[CARD]: SD card

2. Move the cursor to the model you want to
delete in the model list and then touch the 
RTN button.

3. Move the cursor to [DELETE].

message is displayed and the RTN button 
is touched for one second, the model is 
deleted.

*The model name of the model stored in the transmitter 
memory or a SD card can be changed.

1. If changing the location:
Move the cursor to the save destination
display ("TX" or "CARD") and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the save destination by scrolling the 
touch sensor and touch the RTN button.
[TX]: Transmitter memory
[CARD]: SD card

2. Move the cursor to the model you want to
change in the model list and then touch the 
RTN button.

3. Move to [RENAME].
4. Touch the RTN button.

*The model name setup screen is displayed.

4. Change the model name as described
below:
[Moving cursor in the user name (candidate)]

[Deleting a character]
When [DELETE] is selected and the RTN button 
is touched, the character immediately after 
the cursor is deleted.
[Adding a character]
When a character is selected from the 
character list and the RTN button is touched, 
that character is added at the position 
immediately after the cursor.

5. After the desired information has been input,
select [ENTER] and touch the RTN button.
(To terminate input and return to the original
state, select [CANCEL] and touch the RTN 
button.)

*A copy can be made of the model stored in the transmitter 
memory or an SD card.

1. If changing the location:
Move the cursor to the save destination
display ("TX" or "CARD") and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the save destination by scrolling the
touch sensor and touch the RTN button.
[TX]: Transmitter memory
[CARD]: SD card

2. Select the model you want to copy in the
model list and then touch the RTN button.

2. Move to [COPY].
3. Touch the RTN button.

*The copy screen appears.

4. I f  rep lac ing the model  s to red in  the
transmitter memory:
Move to [ADD-LIST] and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode.
Select the destination model by scrolling the
touch sensor and touch the RTN button.
[ADD-LIST]: adding the model to the list
[(model name)]: replacing the model
*The model stored in the SD card can be replaced.

If changing the location:
Move the cursor to the copy destination
display ("TX" or "CARD") and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the save destination by scrolling the
touch sensor and touch the RTN button.

5. Move to [COPY].

message is displayed and the RTN button is
touched for one second, the model data is
copied.
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

This function selects the model type from among airplane, helicopter,
and glider.

are available for helicopters. Six types of main

gliders. Functions and mixing functions necessary
for each model type are set in advance at the
factory.
Note: The Model Type function automatically

selects the appropriate output channels, 
control functions, and mixing functions for the 
chosen model type.
When the Model Type selection command 
is accessed, all of the data in the active 
memory is cleared (except the following 

swash type.) Be sure that you don’t mind 
losing this data, or back it up to another 
memory using the copying functions.
When changing the helicopter swash type 
within the following groups, you can leave 
the settings other than the SWASH function. 
However, this is initialized when you change 
the swash type to the other swash type 
group.

1. Move the cursor to the item you want to 
change and touch the RTN button to switch
to the data input mode.
Select the desired type by scrolling the
touch sensor and touch the RTN button. A
confirmation message appears. Touch the
RTN button for one second.
Move to [YES] and Touch the RTN button for 
one second.
(To terminate input and return to the original
state, touch the S1 button or select [NO] and
touch the RTN button.)

"TYPE": Model type
"WING " (airplane/glider): Wing type
"TAIL"  (airplane/glider): Tail type
"SWASH" (helicopter): Swash type

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

2. If resetting the data when changing the
helicopter swash type:

Move the cursor to [OFF] and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select [ON] by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button. A confirmation
message appears. Touch the RTN button.
Activate the swash type setting. The swash
setting parameters are reset.

Swash type group A:
H-1, H-3, HR3, and HE3
Swash type group B:
H-4, H-4X

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

FASST mode selection

MULTI/7CH: FASST-2.4GHz system (Multi-ch
mode/7ch mode)

FASST mode selection and area mode selection

FASST mode selection
1. Move the cursor to the "FASST" item and

touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Select the mode by scrolling the touch
sensor. A confirmation message appears.
Touch the RTN button to change the mode.
(To terminate input and return to the original
state, touch the S1 button.)

*Transmission stops and then starts in the mode selected.

For the most up-to-date list of receivers and their 

site at: http://2.4gigahertz.com/receivers/index.html

The T8FG transmitter has been designed 

utilizing this transmitter in a country other than

1. Move the cursor to the "AREA" selection and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data
input mode.
Select the Area by scrolling the touch sensor.
A confirmation message appears. Touch
the RTN button to change the mode. (To
terminate input and return to the original
state, touch the S1 button.)

*Transmission stops and then starts in the mode selected.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

FUNCTION Channel assignment of each function can be changed.

servo output channels and functions have been 

*You can also assign the same function to multiple servo 
output channels such as assigning elevator function to CH2 
and CH3.

When the channel is replaced by using this 

to those channels respectively.

1. Move the cursor to the function item of the
channel you want to change and touch the 
RTN button.
*The function selection screen is displayed.

2. Move the cursor to the function name you
want to set and touch the RTN button.
*The function name blinks.

3. Touch the RTN button to execute the
change. (When you want to cancel this 
operation, touch the S1 button.)

These four channels can be set as virtual 
functions that do not have servo output channels. 

1. Move the cursor to the "CTRL" item of the
channel you want to change and touch the 
RTN button.
*The control selection screen is displayed.

2. Move the cursor to the control you want to
change, and touch the RTN button.
*The same control can be assigned to multiple channels.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

"COMB": Combination mode
"SEPAR": Separate mode

Scrolling
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Move the cursor to the "TRIM" item of the
channel you want to change and touch the
RTN button.
*The trim setup screen is displayed.

The following items can be set at the trim
setup screen:

Move the cursor to the trim, lever, etc. you
want to set and touch the RTN button.
*The setting can be changed.

Move the cursor to the [RATE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Set the trim rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [MODE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the trim mode by scrolling the touch
sensor. A confirmation message appears.
Touch the RTN button to change the mode.
(To terminate input and return to the original
state, touch the S1 button.)

[NORM]: Normal mode. Normal trim (parallel
shift trim) operation.
[ATL] :  ATL operat ion mode. Maximum 
change near idle or low-stick posit ion,
normally used with throttle trim. It is also
possible to reverse the travel.

item.

Move the cursor to the channel # you want
to replace and touch the RTN button to
switch to the data input mode.
Select the destination channel # by scrolling
the touch sensor. A confirmation message
appears. Touch the RTN button to replace
the channel. (To terminate input and return
to the original state, touch the S1 button.)
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

SUB-TRIM Setting of neutral position of each servo.

The Sub-Trim function is used to set the servo

and pushrods are hooked up. When you begin to set 

their center position.

1. Move the cursor to the channel you want to
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.

2. Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: -240~+240 (steps)

linkages at the control surface so that you do not use sub-

3. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

4. Repeat this procedure for each channel.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

REVERSE Use to reverse the throw direction.

Servo Reverse changes the direction of an

servo reversing prior to any other programming.
If you use pre-built Airplane/Sailplane functions

not each servo is connected to the correct channel.

by moving each stick and/or other control inputs.

1. Move the cursor to the channel you want to
reverse and touch the RTN button to switch
to the data input mode.

2. Select the direction by scrolling the touch

[NORM]: Normal
[REV]: Reverse

3. Touch the RTN button to change the 
direction. (To terminate input and return to
the original state, touch the S1 button.)

*Repeat the operation above for each channel that must be
reversed.

setting in the function needs to be reversed. See the
instructions for each specialized function for further 

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

FAIL SAFE Sets the servos operating position when transmitter signals can no
longer be received or when the receiver battery voltage drops.

The Failsafe function may be used to set up 
positions that the servos move to in the case of 
radio interference.

servo moves to a predetermined position. You may 
FASST 7CH 

FASST 7CH 

released by operating a predefined control on the 

1. Move the cursor to the "F/S" item of the
channel you want to set and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Select the F/S mode by scrolling the touch 

*The display blinks.

3. Touch the RTN button. (Touch the S1 button
to stop setting.)

4. Move the cursor to the "POS" item.
Hold the corresponding stick, knob, slider,
etc. in the position you want the servo 
to move to when the fail safe function is 
activated and Touch the RTN button for one 
second.
*The set position is displayed in percentage.

the cursor to the "F/S" item and touch the RTN button 

and then change the mode by touching the RTN button.

predefined control suddenly moves to a position

receiver battery.

WARNING

land.

Battery fail safe can be set for each channel
by the same method as the fail safe setting
procedure. Select and set the "B.F/S" item.
[ON]: Battery fail safe function ON
[OFF]: Battery fail safe function OFF

This function temporarily releases the battery
fail safe function for the fuselage to recover 
after the battery fail safe function was
activated by a drop in the receiver battery
voltage. This setting selects the switch which
releases the battery fail safe function.

1. Move the cursor to the [RELEASE B.F/S] item in
the setup screen (page 3).

2. Touch the RTN button.

at the back of this manual.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

Sets the travel and limit point of each servo.

1. Move the cursor to the travel item of the
channel you want to adjust and touch the
RTN button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Ajust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

3. Repeat this procedure for each rate.

1. Move the cursor to the limit point item of the
channel you want to adjust and touch the
RTN button to switch to the data input mode.

2. Ajust the limit point by scrolling the touch
sensor.

point is reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

3. Repeat this procedure for each limit point.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

Scrolling

(limit point)
(travel)

(limit point)
(travel)
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

THR CUT Stops the engine safely and easily.(airplane and helicopter only)

The action is not functional at high throttle to 

1. Activate the function:
Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.

2. Switch selection:
Move the cursor to the [SW] item and access
the switch setup screen by touching the 
RTN button and select the switch and ON 
direction.

3. Throttle cut position setting:
Move the cursor to the [POS] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Adjust the servo operation position at throttle 
cut operation by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

tight or unreasonable force is not applied to the servo.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

IDLE DOWN Lowers the engine idling speed.(airplane only)

stick at idle. The action is not functional at high

1. Activate the function:
Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.

2. Switch selection:
Move the cursor to the [SW] item and access
the switch setup screen by touching the RTN 
button. Select the switch and ON direction.

3. Offset rate setting:
Move the cursor to the [OFFSET] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Adjust the servo offset rate at idle down 
operation by scrolling the touch sensor.

rate is reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

SWASH RING

1. Activate the function:
Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.

2. Rate setting:
Move the cursor to the [RATE] item touch the
RTN button to switch to the data input mode. 
Set the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

linkage by simultaneous operation of the ailerons 
and elevators. It is very useful in 3D aerobatics 

The vertical direction shows the
elevator  t ravel .  The hor izontal 
direction shows the aileron travel.

stick position.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN
button.

a circle is displayed in the operating 
range display area and the rate input box 
is displayed. Stick operation is limited to 
the area of this circle.

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

SWASH Swash AFR and linkage correction function. (helicopter only, except
swash type H-1)

compensation functions in this menu may not 
compensate effectively. To correct this use the

point of the servos to the actual perpendicular 

the axis point of the compensation functions in this

other functions.

The neutral point becomes the correction
standard point.

50% position makes the mixing amount small.

1. Neutral point setting
Move the cursor to the [POS] item and hold
the pitch operation so that the servo horn is
at a right angle to the linkage rod and Touch
the RTN button for one second. This value
indicates the servo's neutral position.

After reading the neutral point, use the
other correction functions to make further 
adjustments.

plate as necessary during specific control inputs.

plate to for proper operation of each control using
the corresponding compensation mixing.

This compensation mixing is used to correct the

pitch.

This function is used to cancel the reaction that 
is generated by the difference in the movements of 

1. Move the cursor to the function you want to
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to
the data input mode.

2. Adjust the AFR rate by scrolling the touch
sensor.

rate is reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

Scrolling
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example to describe mixing rate setting. The mixing 

at this position.
*The sub-trim function can be used to make small 

helicopter achieves maximum pitch.

mode.

1. Adjusting the aileron operation [AIL to PIT]
Adjust the AIL to PIT rate so there is no binding
in the elevator or pitch movement when the 
aileron stick is moved to the left and right.

2. Adjusting the elevator operation [ELE to AIL]/
[ELE to PIT]
Adjust the ELE to AIL and ELE to PIT rates so 
there is no binding in the aileron or pitch 
movement when the elevator stick is moved 
up and down.

3. Adjusting the pitch operation [PIT to AIL][PIT
to ELE]
Adjust the PIT to AIL and PIT to ELE rates so 
that the swash plate moves to the level/
horizontal position when the throttle stick was 
moved to maximum low and full high.

high pitch.

to the data input mode. Touch the RTN button to end 

1. Compensating aileron input [AIL]
Set the throttle to the lowest position. Move
the aileron stick to the left and right and
adjust the aileron compensation amount 
so that interference in the elevator or pitch
direction is minimal.

direction [DIR.] as "-".

2. Compensating elevator input [ELE]
Adjust the elevator compensation amount
so that the ai leron or  p i tch di rect ion
interference when the elevator stick was
moved up and down is minimal.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 above, perform aileron
and elevator compensation similarly at full
throttle.

1. Move the cursor to the "SPEED" item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.

2. Set the throttle stick to the neutral point 

adjust the speed compensation amount 
[SPEED] for minimum interference in the pitch
direction.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

T1-T4 SET. Digital trim settings

combination mode is selected.
The T8FG's unit of trim is displayed on the home

screen.

1. Move the cursor to the [STEP] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.

2. Set the control step amount by scrolling the 
touch sensor.
Initial value: 4
Adjustment range: 1~200

step amount is reset to the initial value.

larger.

3. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.

1. Move the cursor to the [MODE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.

2. Select the mode by scrolling the touch 

*The display blinks.

[COMB.]: Combination mode. The trim's data

[SEPAR]: Separate mode. Trim adjustments
are made indiv idual ly  for  each f l ight 
condition.

3. Touch the RTN button. (To terminate the input
and return to the original state, touch the S1 
button.)

1. Move the cursor to the [UNIT] item and

touch the RTN button to switch to the data
input mode.

2. Select the mode by scrolling the touch

*The display blinks.

[--]: A step number is displayed on the home
screen. There is no unit display.

3. Touch the RTN button. (To terminate the input
and return to the original state, touch the S1
button.)

1. Move the cursor to the [T1-T4 MEMORY] item
and  touch the RTN button to switch to the
data input mode.

2. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch

*The display blinks.

[INH]: Inhibited
[ACT]: Activated

3. Touch the RTN button. (To terminate the input
and return to the original state, touch the S1
button.)

4. At the home screen, move the cursor to the
trim you want to change and touch the RTN
for one second. The trim display is moved to
the center position.

the actual trim position.

the actual trim's memory position. 

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

"COMB.": Combination mode
"SEPAR": Separate mode

Scrolling
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and return to the Linkage 
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

DATA RESET Model memory setting data reset.

trim settings or all of the settings saved in the active
model memory. You may individually choose to

T1~T4:
Reset the digital trim setting.
*The trim step amount and trim rate are not reset.

1. Move the cursor to the item you want to 
reset and touch the RTN button.

2. Execute reset by touching the RTN button for 
one second. (Touch the S1 button to cease
resetting.)

[T1-T4]: Resets only the T1-T4
[ALL MODEL SETTING]: Resets all the functions
in the Linkage menu and Model menu
except the frequency, model select, and
model type functions.

Type.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

Scrolling
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and other functions common to all model types.

model type matched to the aircraft. If a different 

If either a helicopter or glider have been selected 

Note: The T8FG is designed so that the airplane
and glider (including EP glider) model types 
are compatible with aircraft of similar type 
wings.
This section outlines the relationship between 
the functions common to airplanes and 
gliders, except some dedicated functions, 
and model type.
The setting menus will depend on the number 
of servos and other differences according to 
the wing type used. The setup screens in the 
instruction manual are typical examples.

model type.

The D/R curve of a T8FG transmitter may be

manual.

completely customizable program mixes.

touching the MDL button twice at the home
screen, etc.

and return to the home 
screen by touching the 
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

access the setup screen by touching the RTN
button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

CONDITION Flight condition's switch assignment, copy, priority change and
condition delay can be set. [except airplane type]

Please note this is not applicable to airplane type 
selections.
Note: To prevent accidental activation of any

switch setting of those unused conditions to 
null [--].

Unnecessary fuselage motion which may be
generated when there are sudden changes
in the servo positions and when there are
variations in the operating time between
channels during condition switching. The 
delay can be set for each channel to ensure
maximum performance from your aircraft.

after a delay corresponding to the set
amount.

operational priority may be customized as 
desired.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

Select the copy destination condition by
scrolling the touch sensor. Then, touch the
RTN button.
*The current condition can not be selected for the copy 

destination condition.

3. Move the cursor to the [COPY] item and
touch the RTN button. A confi rmation 
message appears. 
*The display blinks.

3. Touch the RTN button for one second and
the copying is completed. (Touch the S1 
button to stop copying.)

1. Move the cursor to the priority up-arrow or 
down-arrow you want to change and touch
the RTN button. 
The priority of the corresponding condition is
changed. (The last condition becomes the
highest priority.)
*The normal condition cannot be shifted. The priority is the 

1. Move the cursor to the switch item of the
condition you want to select/delete and 
access the switch setup screen by touching 
the RTN button and select the switch and ON 
direction.

1. Move the cursor to the [SOURCE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the copy source condition by scrolling 
the touch sensor. Then, touch the RTN button.

2. Move the cursor to the [DESTIN.] item and 
touch the RTN button.

Scrolling
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1. Select the condition for which you want to 
set.

2. Move the cursor to the "DELAY" item of the 
channel you want to set and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the delay amount by scrolling the
touch sensor.
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

3. Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and
return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

DUAL RATE The angle and curve of each stick function can be set. [All model types]

operational curve of the throttle function.

This is normally used after the End Point 
programming has been completed to define the

rate through the dual rate function.

the setup screen shown below by touching the 
RTN button.

Scrolling

[Airplane]

[Helicopter/glider]

selection
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1. Function selection
Move the cursor to the function selection 
item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Select the function you want to adjust by 
scrolling the touch sensor.
Touch the RTN button to the cursor mode.

2. Switch selection
Move the cursor to the circuit # item and 
access the switch setup screen by touching 
the RTN button. Select the switch activation 
method and the activation posit ion (if 
applicable).

3. Left/right (up/down) rate adjustment

Move the cursor to the rate item you want to 
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.
Repeat this procedure for additional rate 
and other functions as desired.

4. Operation curve (EXP curve) adjustment

Move the cursor to the EXP item you want to 
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

control inputs around center to avoid over-controlling the 

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and 
return to the cursor mode.
Repeat this procedure for all other rates and 
functions as desired.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

Program mixing which can be freely customized. Up to five mixings
can be used for each model. [All model types]

Programmable mixing may be used to correct 

called "slave."

have mixing remaining on all the time. 

programmable mixing functions. The link function can 

the setup screen shown below by touching the 
RTN button.

Scrolling

and access the setup screen by touching the RTN button.

[Linear curve] [5-point curve]

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.

function is activated.
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Move the cursor to the switch item and 
access the switch setup screen by touching 
the RTN button and select the switch and ON 
direction.

1. Move the cursor to the [MASTER] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the function by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to change the function 
and return to the cursor mode.

2. When you want to link this mixing with other 
mixes, move the cursor to the [LINK] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the link mode, either [+] or [-], by 
scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode 
and return to the cursor mode.
*Check to ensure that the link mode is functioning properly 

by operating the mix accordingly.

"H/W" selected in the function selection. Select master 

the [--] display and touch the RTN button.

1. Move the cursor to the [SLAVE] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the function by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to change the function 
and return to the cursor mode.

2. When you want to link this mixing with other 
mixes, move the cursor to the [LINK] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the link mode to [+] or [-] by scrolling 
the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode 
and return to the cursor mode.
*Check the direction by actual operation.

1. When changing the trim mode, move the 
cursor to the [TRIM] item and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select ON/OFF by scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to change the trim 
mode ON/OFF and return to the cursor 
mode.

[Rate setting]
1. Move the cursor to the mixing rate setting 

item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

operation position is reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and 
return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for all other rates as 
desired.

[Offsetting the curve horizontally in the vertical  
or horizontal direction]

1. Move the cursor to the [OFFS] setting item 
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode.
Adjust the offset rate by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for the other direction.

[Rate setting]
1. Move the cursor to the point rate setting item 

you want to adjust and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point as 
desired.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

Dedicated mixing used to adjust the fuel mixture of applicable
engines. [Airplane/helicopter]

carburetors.

Note: Initial settings does not assign fuel mix to
any channel.  Prior to utilizing the Fuel Mix 
settings, select an unused channel on your 
receiver and assign it accordingly for the 
mixture control.  Additionally, please make 
sure that your [Control] and [Trim] are set to 
null [--].and access the setup screen shown 

below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

selection

[Airplane type]

[Helicopter type]

Move the COPY item and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the copy destination condition by 
scrolling the touch sensor and touch the 
RTN button. Select the [YES] and touch 
the RTN button.
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Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and 
return to the cursor mode.

characteristics during acceleration. This enables an 

operation from the throttle stick.

generated by sudden throttle stick inputs. 

[Acceleration rate setting (RATE)]

settings.

[Damping rate setting (DUMPING)]

Move the cursor to the rate item you want to 
change and touch the RTN button to switch 
to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and 
return to the cursor mode.

[Operation point setting (ACT POS)]

Move the cursor to the [ACT POS] item and  
hold the throttle stick to the position you 
want to change and touch the RTN button 
for one second.
Note: When using the acceleration funtion, 
since the needle stroke is large, adjust your 
settings so there is no binding of your linkage.

position.

Move the cursor to the throttle cut or idle 
down item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the servo position by scrolling the 
touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

function.

1. Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)

2. Move the cursor to the [MIX] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the mixing mode you want to change 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to change the mode 
and return to the cursor mode.

setting data becomes the mixing master side data. When 

mixing master.

1. Move the cursor to the point rate setting item 
you want to adjust and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end adjustment and 
return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point.

1. Move the cursor to the needle high trim 
selection item and access the switch setup 
screen by touching the RTN button. Select 
the needle high trim lever.

2. Move the cursor to the TRIM rate item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Adjust the trim rate by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
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Note: The T8FG is designed so that the airplane and 
glider model types can utilize aircraft of the same 
wing type.
The functions common to airplanes and gliders, with
the exception of some dedicated functions, are
written without regard to the model type.
While there may be differences, depending on the
number of servos, etc. the wing type used, etc. the 
setup screens in the instruction manual are typical
examples.

Model Menu functions list

THR CURVE

curve for optimum engine speed to throttle stick 

THR DELAY

general]

AIL DIFFERENTIAL
The left and right aileron differential can be 

mode. It improves the roll axis  characteristics. 

mode. It improves the roll axis characteristics. 

the model type.
touching the MDL button twice at the home
screen, etc.

and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

want to set and access
the  se tup  sc reen  by
touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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AIL 3 
(Chip Aileron) 

AIL 4 
(Chip Aileron) 

AIL1
(Main Aileron) 

AIL 2 
(Main Aileron) 

FLP 2 
(Camber Flap) 

FLP 1 
(Camber Flap) 

ELEVATOR 

(ELEVATOR 2) 

V-TAIL AILVATOR 

FLP  3 
(Brake Flap) 

FLP  4 
(Brake Flap) 

RUDDER 2 
 Winglet 

RUDDER 1 

RUDDER
(RUDDER 2) 

 Winglet 
at Flying wing at Flying wing (            ) (            ) 

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2 
(AILERON 5) (AILERON 6) 

AIL to RUD

RUD to AIL

ELE to CAMBER

This mix is used to correct for changes in attitude 

AIRBRAKE

GYRO

V-TAIL
This function incorporates the elevators and 

WINGLET

MOTOR

the motor of an F5B or other such EP glider is 

RUD to ELE
This function is used to correct rolling maneuvers 
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

optimum engine speed from throttle stick input.
NOTE: If this throttle curve function is activated,

you can not use the THR-EXP function within 
the DUAL RATE function simultaneously.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

THR CURVE [Corresponding model type]: Airplane, general

1. Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Select the ON mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.

[Curve rate setting]
1. Move the cursor to the curve rate setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point.
[Moving curve point]
1. Move the cursor to the curve point setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the curve point by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

adjoining point

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point.

[Deleting/returning curve point]
Move the cursor to the curve point setting
item you want to delete/return and touch
the RTN button for one second.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

THR DELAY [Corresponding model type]: Airplane, general

1. Move the cursor to the [DELAY] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Adjust the delay rate by scrolling the touch
sensor.
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

AIL DIFF. [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, 2 ailerons or more

The left and right aileron differential can be 

*The display screen is an example. The actual

Move the cursor to the aileron (AIL) 1~4 left (or 
right) setting item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the aileron angles by scrolling the 
touch sensor when the stick is moved to the 
left (or right) end. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [BUTTERFLY ADJUST]
item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode. 

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

[Airplane (2A+2F)]

[Glider (4A+2F)]

adjustment

Adjust the differential rate by scrolling the
touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

independently for each servo according to the 

offset

The camber flaps of a 4-flap model can 

*The display screen is an example. The actual
screen depends on the model type.

Move the cursor to the flap (FLP) 1~4 Up or 
Down item according to the wing type and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. Adjust the travel independently
by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [OFFSET] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. Adjust the operation reference
point of each flap by scrolling the touch
sensor.

reference point 
offset

adjustment

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the
touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON
is displayed.)
To select a switch, move the cursor to the
[SW] item and touch the RTN button to call
the selection screen. Select the switch and
set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

access the setup screen shown below
by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

[Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, 2 ailerons + 2 flaps or 
more

in the aileron mode. When the aileron stick 

perform aileron operation simultaneously to

can be independently adjusted.

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When selecting a switch, move the cursor to 
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch 
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" 
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the flap (FLP) 1~2 left
or right item according to the wing type 
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the mixing rate 
independently by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

When linking a mix, move the cursor to the
[LINK] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode. Select the
ON mode by scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode
and return to the cursor mode.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN

*The display screen is an example. The actual 
screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

in the aileron mode. When the aileron stick is

the aileron operation simultaneously and the roll
axis is improved.

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN

Scrolling

*The display screen is an example. The actual
screen depends on the model type.

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button 
to access the selection screen. Select the
switch and set its ON direction. (Always ON
at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the flap (FLP) 3~4 left or 
right item and touch the RTN button to switch 
to the data input mode. Adjust the mixing
rate independently by scrolling the touch
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

To activate the mixing, move the cursor to
the [LINK] item and touch the RTN button to
switch to the data input mode. Select the
ON mode by scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

RUDDER 2
RUDDER RUDDER

V-TAIL

RUDDER 2
Winglet

RUDDER 1
Winglet

at Flying wing at Flying wing(           ) (           )

AIL 3 AIL 3
(Chip Aileron) (Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

AIL to RUD [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, general

bank at a steep angle.

switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

Model menu and access the
setup screen shown below by
touching the RTN button.

*The display screen is an example.
The actual screen depends on the 
model type.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When selecting a switch, move the cursor to 
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch 
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" 
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the left or right item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the mixing rate
independently by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

RUDDER 2
RUDDER RUDDER

V-TAIL

RUDDER 2
Winglet

RUDDER 1
Winglet

at Flying wing at Flying wing(           ) (           )

AIL 3 AIL 3
(Chip Aileron) (Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

RUD to AIL [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, general

rudder is applied during roll maneuvers such

size aircraft.

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN
button.

*The display screen is an example.
The actual screen depends on the 
model type.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--"
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the left or right item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the mixing rate
independently by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

To activate the link mixing, move the cursor 
to the [LINK] item and touch the RTN button
to switch to the data input mode. Select the
ON mode by scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

[Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, 2 ailerons or more

changes caused by camber operation can be
corrected.

elevator servos can be adjusted. When the mixing
direction is reversed by the linkage, adjustments
can be made by changing the mixing rate
polarity (+ or -).

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

can turn OFF the delay function can be set.

cut switch

setting

adjustment

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN
button.

*The display screen is an example. The actual
screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling

adjustment

adjustment
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AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR 2

V-TAIL

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2

AILVATOR

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to 
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch 
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" 
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the [COND.DELAY] item 
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the condition delay 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

When setting a cut switch, move the cursor 
to the [CUT-SW] item and touch the RTN 
button to access the selection screen. Select 
the switch and set its ON direction. (Always 
ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

The rates are adjusted by accessing the 

Move the cursor to the rate1 or rate2 
item and touch the RTN button to switch 
to the data input mode. Adjust the rate 
independently by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

ELE to CAMBER [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, 2 ailerons or more

increased.

this to a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

neutral position of the elevator stick can be 
adjusted. (Glider only)

Move the cursor to the up or down mixing
rate item for each servo and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the rate independently by scrolling
the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to 
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch 
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" 
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the [RANGE] item and
hold the elevator stick to the desired position
(upper or lower side) and then touch the RTN
button for one second to set the range.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN

*The display screen is an example. 
The actual screen depends on the 
model type.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR 2

V-TAIL

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2

AILVATOR

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

[Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider,

This mix compensates for such changes by
incorporating elevator input.

adjusted separately. If the mixing direction is 
reversed, change the mixing rate polarity (+ or –).

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

adjustment

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the
touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to
call the selection screen. Select the switch
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--"
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the RATE1 or RATE2 item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the
data input mode. Adjust the mixing rate
independently by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

access the setup screen shown below by touching
the RTN button.

* T h e  d i s p l a y  s c r e e n  i s  a n 
example. The actual screen 
depends on the model type.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

BUTTERFLY [Corresponding model type]: Glider, Normal: 2 ailerons or more

aircraft and reduce altitude by simultaneously

1. Slow the aircraft’s velocity.
2. Provide washout at the wing tips to reduce

the tendency to tip stall.

3. Create more lift toward the center of the

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

reference point can be offset.

can be adjusted.

differential function.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

*The display screen is an example. The actual 
screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling

adjustment

adjustment
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AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR 2

V-TAIL

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2

AILVATOR

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to 
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch 
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--" 
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator rate item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Adjust the 
rate independently by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [OFFSET] item and 
hold the airbrake stick to the desired position 
and then touch the RTN button for one 
second to set the butterfly operational 
reference point. 

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator speed item and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

[Corresponding model type]: Glider, 2 ailerons or more

As an example this function can be set up for 

elevator.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

*The display screen is an example. The actual 
screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling

setting elevators servo speed
setting

elevators offset rate

selection
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AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR 2

V-TAIL

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2

AILVATOR

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to 
the switch item and touch the RTN button 
to access the selection screen. Select the 
switch and set its ON direction. (Always ON 
at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator rate item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Adjust the 
rate independently by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [COND.DELAY] item 
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the condition delay 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.
When setting a cut switch, move the cursor 
to the [CUT-SW] item and touch the RTN 
button to access the selection screen. Select 
the switch and set its ON direction. (Always 
ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator speed item and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode.

When selecting an auto switch, move the 
cursor to the [AUTO-SW] item and touch the 
RTN button to access the selection screen. 
Select the switch and set its ON direction. 
(Always ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

AIRBRAKE [Corresponding model type]: Airplane, 2 ailerons or more

This function is used to increase the aircraft's
(When 2 ailerons model type selected)
Offset rate:

match the aircraft.
Mode setting:

ACT: [ON]
Switch: [SW-C]
AUTO-SW: [--]

the setup screen shown below by touching the
RTN button.

*The display screen is an example. The
actual screen depends on the model type.

Scrolling

elevators servo speed
setting

elevators offset rate

selection
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AIL 3
(Chip Aileron)

AIL 4
(Chip Aileron)

AIL1
(Main Aileron)

AIL 2
(Main Aileron)

FLP 2
(Camber Flap)

FLP 1
(Camber Flap)

FLP  3
(Brake Flap)

FLP  4
(Brake Flap)

ELEVATOR
ELEVATOR 2

V-TAIL

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2

AILVATOR

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON 
is displayed.)
When setting a switch, move the cursor to 
the switch item and touch the RTN button 
to access the selection screen. Select the 
switch and set its ON direction. (Always ON 
at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator rate item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Adjust the 
rate independently by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the aileron, f lap or 
elevator speed item and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

When setting a auto switch, move the cursor 
to the [AUTO-SW] item and touch the RTN 
button to access the selection screen. Select 
the switch and set its ON direction. (Always 
ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

GYRO [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, general

is used to stabilize the aircraft's attitude. The 

switched.

simultaneously controlled.

Note: This setting does not assign a sensitivity
channel. To do so, use the Linkage menu 
prior to assigning the sensitivity channel 
(Gyro/Gyro2/Gyro3), be sure to select an 
unused channel.
Set the [Control] and [Trim] settings other than 
Function to [--].

and sensitivity of the three axis 
Gyro/Gyro2/Gyro3 can be set.

access the setup screen shown below
by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

selection

screen selection

[Rate 1 setup screen]

[Rate 2 setup screen]

[Rate 3 setup screen]

Function menu of the Linkage menu.

Rate 2 [INH]
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unused channel.
Set [Control] and [Trim] other than function to [--].

Move the cursor to the setup screen selection 
item and touch the RTN button to switch 
to the data input mode. Select the setup 
screen # by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Touch the RTN button to change the setup 
screen and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [INH] item and touch 
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the 
function and return to the cursor mode.
When setting a rate selection switch, move 
the cursor to the switch item and touch the 
RTN button to access the selection screen. 
Select the switch and set its ON direction. 
(Always ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the gyro type selection 
item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode. Select the gyro type 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 
[GY]: When a Futaba GYA gyro is used
[NORM]: When using something other than 
Futaba GYA gyro is used.
Touch the RTN button to change the gyro 
type and return to the cursor mode.

the sensitivity set value is directly read in both the AVCS 

Move the cursor to the operation mode 
selection item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Select 
the operation mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
[AVCS]: AVCS mode
[NORM]: Normal mode
Touch the RTN button to change the 
operation mode and return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the sensitivity item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Adjust the  sensitivity by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

ELEVATOR
(RUDDER 2)

RUDDER
(ELEVATOR 2)

V-TAIL

V-TAIL [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, V-tail

right rudder angle changes during elevator and 
rudder operation of a V-tail airplane.

control rudder movement as elevators. In addition 

(Rudder function)
L e f t  a n d  r i g h t  t r a v e l 
a d j u s t m e n t  o f  r u d d e r 
operation

(Elevator function)
Up and down travel adjustment of
elevator operation

access the setup screen shown below
by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the item you want to
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

travel. Decrease the travel until no binding occurs.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

ELEVATOR ELEVATOR 2
(AILERON 5) (AILERON 6)

AILEVATOR [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, Ailevator

This function improves the performance of the roll 
axis by operating the elevators as ailerons.

and ailerons are coupled together to maximize roll 

Note: Select Ailevator as the Model Type at the Model 
Type screen. This changes the output channel. Check 
the Function menu.

(Aileron function)

as ailerons, aileron travel of 
the left and right elevators 
can be adjusted.

(Elevator function)

elevators when the elevator stick 
i s  moved can be indiv idual ly
adjusted.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the item you want to
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

travel. Decrease the travel until no binding occurs.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

RUDDER 1
Winglet

at Flying wing(           )

RUDDER 2
Winglet

at Flying wing(           )

WINGLET [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, Flying wing only

Winglets are used to improve the efficiency of 

(Rudder 1/2)

can be individually adjusted.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the item you want to
adjust and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

MOTOR [Corresponding model type]: Airplane/glider, general

motor of an F5B or other EP glider is started via

operated as a safety function by programming it to

be adjusted independently in 2 ranges (Speed 1/
Speed 2).

(From Speed 1 to Speed 2)

the initial operation. However, operation can be 
repeated by setting the switch to OFF before the

time operation, set the ACT/INH item to [INH] and
then reset it to [ON]. 

Initial setting) When changing the switch or stick 

the Linkage menu.

Note: Initial setting does not assign a motor 
channel according to the model type. Prior to 

channel. Then, use the Function menu of the 
Linkage menu.
Set [Control] to the switch you want to use 
and [Trim] to [--].

Note: When using this function, always check 
the init ial operation with the propeller 
removed.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

When using this function, move the cursor to
the [ACT/INH] item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Select the
[ACT] by scrolling the touch sensor and touch
the RTN button.
When selecting the ON/OFF switch, move the
cursor to the switch item and touch the RTN
button to access the selection screen. Select
the switch and set its ON direction. (Always
ON at "--" setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the [MOTOR OFF] item
and touch the RTN button for one second
when the motor function switch (SG, etc.) is
in the motor OFF position you want to set. The
direction of the motor switch is memorized.
The screen graph display OFF direction also
changes.

Note:

set the speed. When you want to reset the 
motor OFF direction, also reset the speed.

combination with F/S.

Reverse function to match the ESC used.
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When using motor speed function, move the
cursor to the [INH] item and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the [ACT] by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button.

Move the cursor to the [SPEED 1>2] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Adjust the boundary position by scrolling the 
touch sensor. 

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the [IN] (on to off) or [OUT]
(off to on) item and  touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the operation speed you want to set 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

current position

Move the cursor to the [ONE TIME] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Select the [ACT] by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button to set the one time 
operation.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

RUD to ELE [Corresponding model type]: Airplane, general

setting a switch. (Always ON at [--] setting)

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN
button.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to the [ACT] item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the ACT mode by scrolling the
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the
function and return to the cursor mode. (ON
is displayed.)
When selecting a switch, move the cursor to
the [SW] item and touch the RTN button to 
call the selection screen. Select the switch
and set its ON direction. (Always ON at "--"
setting)

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the left or right item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Adjust the mixing rate
independently by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

When selecting the link mixing, move the
cursor to the [LINK] item and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select the ON mode by scrolling the touch
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to set the link mode
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

[Corresponding model type]: Airplane, general

a snap roll is performed.

right/down, left/up, left/down)

the Snap Roll function is turned ON/OFF by the 
master switch.  It is possible to set the direction
switch was switched to the direction in which you 
want to snap roll. When [Single] mode is selected,
the snap roll in each direction can be executed 
by means of independent switches and positions.

inadvertent activation of the snap rol l .  For 
example, the landing gear is lowered, even if 
the switch is turned on accidentally the snap roll
would not be executed. The snap roll switch is
activated only when the safety switch is OFF.

snap roll)

Right/Up: OFF [SD]
Right/Down: OFF [SD]
Left/Up: OFF [SA]
Left/Down: OFF [SA]

selection

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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Move the cursor to the [MODE] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. Select the master or single 
mode by scrolling the touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

[MASTER]: Master mode
[SINGLE]: Single mode
Touch the RTN button to select the mode 
and return to the cursor mode.
When setting a master switch, move the 
cursor to the [MASTER-SW] item and touch 
the RTN button to access the selection 
screen. Select the switch and set its ON 
direction.

description at the back of this manual.

When setting a safety switch, move the 
cursor to the [SAFETY-SW] item and touch the 
RTN button to access the selection screen. 
Select the switch and set its ON direction.

Move the cursor to the direction switch item 
and touch the RTN button to access the 
selection screen. Select the switch and set its 
ON direction.

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the aileron, elevator or 
rudder item for each direction and touch the 
RTN button to switch to the data input mode. 
Adjust the rate independently by scrolling 
the touch sensor. 
Initial value: (Dependent upon the snap roll 
direction)

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

This section contains information on the 
commands that apply to helicopters only. For 

the sections pertaining to those aircraft.

respective aircraft.

The Dual Rate function and other functions 
common to all model types have already been

do so.

THR CURVE:
THR HOLD:

GYRO:
GOVERNOR:

touching the RTN button twice at the home
screen, etc.

Scrolling

want to set and access
t h e  s e t u p  s c r e e n  b y
touching the RTN button.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

for each flight condition to optmize the model's
performance in relationship to the throttle stick 
position.

*A simple curve can be created by reducing the number of 

value at the corresponding points.

other purposes and use the idle up curves according to the 
performance.

rotations.

and start the engine at idle.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

Move the cursor to COPY and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select the copy destination condition by
scrolling the touch sensor and touch the RTN
button. Select the [YES] and touch the RTN
button.

[Curve rate setting]
1. Move the cursor to the curve rate setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

reset to the initial value.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point as
desired.

[Moving curve point]
1. Move the cursor to the curve point setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the curve point by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

adjoining point

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point as
desired.

[Deleting/returning curve point]
1. Move the cursor to the curve point setting

item you want to delete/return and touch
the RTN button for one second.

*The graph display includes the pitch 
trim operation.
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Normal Curve Idle-up 1 Curve Idle-up 2 Curve Hold Curve

[Hovering pitch trim setting]

The Hovering Pitch trim function trims the pitch 

the hovering condition. The hovering pitch can be 

rotor speed is constant. This function can be used 

for more precise operation.

Selection example: LD (initial setting)

NORM) can be selected.
CTRM mode: Maximum amount of change
near center by center t r im operat ion
(recommended)
N O R M  m o d e : N o r m a l  t r i m  ( p a r a l l e l 
movement trim) operation. The advantage 
of using this mode is that the hovering pitch 
can be adjusted without changing the 
curve.

operation direction can be changed.

When this value is made small, trim can only
be used near the center.
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[Low/High pitch trim setting]

Selection example: LS (high side), RS (low
side)

operation direction can be changed.

center as the standard.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

THR CURVE/THROTTLE HOVER TRIM

operation curve for each condition to optimize the  
engine speed to throttle stick movement.

The Throttle Hover function trims the throttle 

hovering conditions. Changes in rotor speed function.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button. *The graph display includes the throttle

hover trim operation.

Scrolling

*Normal curve creates a basic curve centered around 

speed.

*Set a idle up curve that maintains a constant speed at all

the performance.

and start the engine at the idle.

[Deleting/returning curve point]
1. Move the cursor to the curve point setting

item you want to delete/return and touch
the RTN button for one second.

Move the COPY item and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the copy destination condition by
scrolling the touch sensor and touch the RTN
button. Select the [YES] and touch the RTN
button.

[Curve rate setting]
1. Move the cursor to the curve rate setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point as 
desired.

[Moving curve point]
1. Move the cursor to the curve point setting

item you want to adjust and touch the RTN 
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the curve point by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

adjoining point

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

2. Repeat this procedure for each point as desired.
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Normal Curve Idle-up 1 Curve Idle-up 2 Curve

Selection example: RD (initial setting)

NORM) can be selected.
CTRM mode: Maximum rate of change 
near center by center t r im operat ion
(recommended)
NORM mode:  Normal  t r im (hor i zonta l
movement trim) operation.

operation direction can be set.

With smaller values, the trim is only active
near the center.

[Throttle hover trim setting]
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

THR HOLD
This function sets the throttle cut position for 

auto rotation. The throttle servo operating speed 
Note: Initially, this setting does not assign the 

throttle hold switch.  Prior to adjusting the
parameters for the throttle hold, we suggest
designating a throttle hold switch.  To do so,
access the Condition menu within the Model
menu options.

Use the Condition select menu of the Model
menu to assign the hold condition switch.
Selection example: SG

Move the cursor to the hold position item
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

the carburetor is completely closed.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the servo speed item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.
Initial value: 0
Adjustment range: 0~27 (maximum delay)

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

and start the engine at idle.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

operation of each condition.

undesirable roll tendencies.

function to ON.
If the front of the helicopter raises during a
right roll, when the Rate 2 side is input and
the right aileron is operated, the elevator 
moves to the down side. Tune by adjusting
the Rate.

When using this function, move the cursor to
the [ACT] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode. 
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the mixing
and return to the cursor mode. (ON is
displayed.)

[Switch selection]
When [ [--]] is set, the swash mixing function is
operated by merely selecting the condition.
When setting an [ON]/[OFF] switch, move the
cursor to the [SW] item and touch the RTN
button to access the selection screen. Set
the switch and its ON position.

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the mixing rate item you
want to correct and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Adjust the 
rate independently by scrolling the touch
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

When changing the trim mode, move the
cursor to the [TRIM] item and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Select ON/OFF by scrolling the touch sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to change the trim
mode ON/OFF and return to the cursor 
mode.

and access the setup screen shown
below by touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

or elevator operation. The method of applying

pirouetting can also be corrected.

engine RPM's when an aileron input is given 
to the helicopter. Engine over-speeding 
can be adjusted independently for the 
right aileron and left aileron inputs utilizing  
Rates 1 and 2.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN

Scrolling

When using this function, move the cursor to
the [ACT] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode. 
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the mixing
and return to the cursor mode. (ON is 
displayed.)

[Switch selection]
When [ [--]] is set, the swash mixing function is 
operated by merely selecting the condition.
When setting an [ON]/[OFF] switch, move the 
cursor to the [SW] item and touch the RTN 
button to call the selection screen. Set the 
switch and its ON position.

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the mixing rate item you
want to correct and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Adjust the 
rate independently by scrolling the touch 

sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the [MODE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Select the operation mode by scrolling the
touch sensor. 
*The display blinks.

CTRM mode: Corrects near the center only.
LIN. mode: Corrects the complete range.
Touch the RTN button to change the 
operation mode and return to the cursor 
mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

that the nose does not move in the rudder direction.

The mixing curve rate should be started
using smaller values.
For a rotor with a clockwise operation
direction, when pitch was input at the plus
side, set these parameters so that mixing
is in the clockwise direction. First, trim at
hovering and then adjust the neutral
position.

1. Adjustment between slow and hovering
Repeatedly hover from take off and land
at a constant rate matched to your own
rhythm. Then adjust the pitch so that the
nose of the helicopter remains steady
when the throttle is raised and lowered.

2. Throttle high side (climbing  and diving from
hovering)

Repeat climbing and diving from hovering
at a constant rate matched to your own
rhythm and adjust the pitch so that the nose 
does not deflect when the throttle is raised
and lowered.

Note: When a GY Series or other heading hold
gyro is used, since correction is performed by 
the gyro, this mix is not utilized. If this function 
is used when the gyro operation mode is the 
AVCS mode, the neutral position will change.

Set the mixing rate so that the rudder direction 

each condition used.

menu and access the setup screen
shown below by touching the RTN
button.

Scrolling

When using this function, move the cursor to
the [ACT] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode. 
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the mixing
and return to the cursor mode. (ON is
displayed.)

Move the cursor to the curve rate setting
item you want to adjust and touch the RTN
button to switch to the data input mode.
Adjust the rate by scrolling the touch sensor.

Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment
and return to the cursor mode.
Repeat this procedure for each point.

Move the cursor to COPY item and touch the
RTN button to switch to the data input mode. 
Select the copy destination condition by
scrolling the touch sensor and touch the RTN
button. Select the [YES] and touch the RTN
button.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

setup screen shown below by touching the RTN
button.

[AVCS]/[NORM]

[GY]/[NORM]

Scrolling

Note: Sensitivity setting is assigned to CH5 on
your receiver.
Always set to [--] both (Control) and (Trim) for 
the [Gyro] function at the Function menu in 
the Linkage menu.

Move the cursor to the gyro type selection
item and touch the RTN button to switch to 
the data input mode. Select the gyro type 
by scrolling the touch sensor. 
[GY]: When a Futaba GYA gyro is used
[NORM]: When other than Futaba GYA gyro 
is used
Touch the RTN button to change the gyro 
type and return to the cursor mode.

the sensitivity set value is directly read in both the AVCS 

Move the cursor to the operation mode
selection item and touch the RTN button 
to switch to the data input mode. Select 
the operation mode by scrolling the touch 
sensor.
[AVCS]: AVCS mode
[NORM]: Normal mode
Touch the RTN button to change the 
operation mode and return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the rate item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.

Adjust the  sensitivity by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the [--] item and touch
the RTN button to access the selection 
screen. Select the control.

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the rate item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Adjust the trim rate by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.
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and return to the Model
menu by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

helicopter's rotor head. The rotor head speed can be

*The governor is used by connecting the governor speed 
Note: Always set (Control) and (Trim) to [--]

for [Governor] of the Function menu of the 
Linkage menu.

access the setup screen shown below by
touching the RTN button.

Scrolling

When using this function, move the cursor to
the [INH] item and touch the RTN button to 
switch to the data input mode. 
Select the ACT mode by scrolling the touch
sensor.
*The display blinks.

Touch the RTN button to activate the mixing
and return to the cursor mode. (ON is
displayed.)

Move the cursor to the rate item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode.
Adjust the rpm by scrolling the touch sensor.

1000~2100rpm)

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the UNIT item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input 
mode. Select the unit by scrolling the touch
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to change the 
operation mode and return to the cursor 
mode.

Move the cursor to the [--] item and touch
the RTN button to access the selection
screen. Select the control.

description at the back of this manual.

Move the cursor to the rate item and touch
the RTN button to switch to the data input
mode.
Adjust the trim rate by scrolling the touch
sensor.

Touch the RTN button to return to the cursor 
mode.
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and return to the home
screen by touching the
RTN button.

<SensorTouch™>

TIMER ST1/ST2 Timer setting

The Timer function may be set for any desired 

provided for your use. The timers are stored 

automatically.
The timers may be set to start and stop from the 

Move the cursor to the [MODE] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Select the mode by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button.
[UP]: Up timer
[DOWN]: Down timer

Move the cursor to the [ALARM] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode.
Set the time by scrolling the touch sensor.
[00]:[00]:[min]:[sec]
Touch the RTN button to end the adjustment 
and return to the cursor mode.

Move the cursor to the item of the switch you
want to set, access the switch setup screen 
by touching the RTN button. Select the switch 
and ON direction.

If a target time is set and the timer reaches the set 

[START]: Start/Stop switch
[RESET]: Reset switch

Move the cursor to the [MEMORY] item and
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 
Select the mode by scrolling the touch sensor 
and touch the RTN button.
[OFF]: Memory function OFF
[ON]: Mode where the timer is not reset when
turned power off and switched the model.

pre-selected start/stop switch.

reset switch, or move the cursor to the [RESET]
display on the timer screen and touch the
RTN button.

call the setup screen shown below by 
touching the RTN button.

Scrolling
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The various functions used in the T8FG can 

(Switch selection screen example)

setting is also performed.

1. When you want to change the ON/OFF 
setting, use the touch sensor to move the 
cursor and touch the RTN button to switch 
to the data input mode. Switch the ON/
Off display by scrolling the touch sensor.

3. When the RTN button is touched, the 
ON/OFF setting is changed. (Touch the S1 
button to stop the change.)

4. To return to the preceeding screen, move 
the cursor to the [ON/OFF] at the top of 
the screen and touch the RTN button.

1. When you want to change the mode,
move the cursor to [MODE] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. Switch the display 
to the mode you want to change by 
scrolling the touch sensor and then make 
the change by touching the RTN button.

Mode: [LIN]/[SYM]

*

1. Use the touch sensor to move the cursor 
(highlights) to the switch you want to 
select and touch the RTN button.

2. To return to the preceeding screen, move
the cursor to the [H/W SELECT] at the top 
of the screen and touch the RTN button.
Or, move the cursor to the [ON/OFF] and 
call the ON/OFF position setting screen by 
touching the RTN button.

mode: [OFF]/[ON]
1. Move the cursor to the [ALTERNATE] item

and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. 

2. Change to the mode you want to set by 
scrolling the touch sensor.
*The mode display blinks.

3. Touch the RTN button. (Touch the S1 button
to stop the change.)

4. To return to the preceeding screen, move 
the cursor to the [ON/OFF] at the top of the 
screen and touch the RTN button.
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DR can be turned on at the same position.

a free position can be changed.

[Setting method]
1. First, use the touch sensor to move the

cursor  to the [POS] item.
2. Move the stick, trim lever, or knob to the

point you want to change and touch the
RTN button. The point is shifted.

3. To return to the preceeding screen, move
the cursor to the [ON/OFF] at the top of
the screen and touch the RTN button.
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AND: When both switches are ON, the 
condition is ON.
OR:  When e i ther  swi tche i s  ON,  the 
condition is ON.
EOR: When the two switches are in different 
states, the condition is ON.

1. Move the cursor to the [SINGLE] item and 
touch the RTN button to switch to the data 
input mode. 

2. Select the [LOGIC] by scrolling the touch 
sensor.

3. Touch the RTN button to change to the 
logic switch mode.

(Logic switch setting screen)

1. Move the cursor to the logic mode item 
and touch the RTN button to switch to the 
data input mode. 

2. Select the logic mode by scrolling the 
touch sensor. [AND, OR or EOR]

*The mode display blinks.

3. Touch the RTN button to change to the 
logic mode.

1. Select the right and left switch respectively. 
(Refer to the description at the previous 
page.)

To return to the preceeding screen, move 
the cursor to the [SWITCH] at the top of the 
screen and touch the RTN button.


